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Latinx is a word that is used more with every passing day, but it always comes with 
a lot of questions. According to the Oxford Dictionary, Latinx means “A person of Latin 
American origin or descent (used as a gender-neutral or nonbinary alternative to Latino or 
Latina).”  

Jazebel Bermudez is an ESL Teacher who co-teaches an Ethnic Studies class at Holyoke High
School along with her two students Gia Serrano and Daniela Marte Ramos. All three have family
ties to Puerto Rico, and both students lived on the island during their childhood. Marte Rios, who
is afrolatina and lives in Springfield, has roots spread all over Latin America. Serrano
and Bermudez currently live in Springfield.  
 
Marte Rios put forward a similar definition to the Oxford dictionary one.

“To me it's a different way of saying Latino or Latina, but it means the same thing. I accept it
just as much as Latina or Latino,” she said.

When asked about what they thought about the word Latinx all three said the word emphasizes
inclusion and intersectionality. They said it is a modern term geared towards a younger
generation, and that accepting the term and using it are not necessarily the same thing. 

“When I hear Latinx I think about intersectionality and how it works. It leaves the gender out of
being Latin. Like, you don't have to be Latino or Latina, you can just be Latin.” said Marte
Ramos. 
 
Latinx cultures across the board have struggled with machista values that place men in positions
of power over women, and Serrano said that the term Latinx is “trying to eliminate that. It’s like
saying no, you’re not more than me because you’re a man, you can't do more than me because
you’re a man. It’s eliminating gender bias and stereotypes.”  
 
The term Latinx also helps create positive change at an institutional level, 
as Bermudez pointed out when the group was talking about how governmental forms they’ve 
encountered have switched from Latino(a) to Latinx.   
 
“The way Latino(A) is written, if I think about it it’s symbolic of women being in a box. You’re
separate from men, the way it was written, it’s powerful. It’s saying: Women, this is your side.
You stay over there, you’re not gonna be part of the men. Just writing Latino(a) in English is
annoying and I’m happy now it’s more inclusive with the word Latinx, no one's separate,” she
said.  
 



Language is important and helps shape the ways people think and ideas people hold about the
world. In the ethnic studies course, Bermudez shows how this language shift on government
forms is important for making Latinx culture more equal. 
 
The word Latinx is often representative of the younger generation, and older people tend to be
more resistant to using and accepting the word, the students said.  
 
Both Serrano and Marte Ramos were able to accept the word and hit the ground running with it
after first hearing it, however one of the students described how her father’s first reaction to the
word was, “I think that’s dumb, but ok,” she said. “He didn’t see any reasoning to that word.
I kinda just stayed in my corner because my dad will defend his word (latino) until the end of
time and I didn’t want to argue. He’s very set in his culture and in what he believes in, his values.
I feel like a lot of older people, they feel very strongly about the way they were raised, so they
want to carry that out. They’re like ‘I turned out perfectly fine being raised this way, so I want to
continue that.’”  
 
Bermudez decided to avoid the term Latinx altogether when talking to her father in-law. She
thinks this is the best solution because “he’s very stubborn” and telling him that she marked
Latino on the forms is just way simpler rather than opening up an entire conversation on the
term Latinx. 
 
While Bermudez and the two students appreciate and support the term Latinx, they all still
identify as and refer to themselves as Latina.  

 “I have been through so much in my life as a woman, and being a Hispanic woman at that, I’ve 
jumped over so many barriers to get to where I am. The ending letter in Latina, it’s more 
empowering for others who do identify as Latina to see another Latina who’s gone through the 
similar hurdles. It’s like representation,” she said. 
 
Serrano and Marte Ramos agree with this sentiment, with Serrano saying, “Latina for me is an
empowering word as a woman” and Marte Ramos adding, “being able to say I’m Latina, it
means a lot to me.” 
 
 


